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On the plasma sheet dependence on solar
wind and substorms and its role in
magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling
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Abstract

Recently, it was argued that Hall conductivity and peak intensity of equivalent ionospheric currents are sensitive to
the amount of field-aligned acceleration of plasma sheet (PS) electrons, which in turn depends on the plasma sheet
parameters Te and Ne (electron temperature and density) proportionally to the quantity eTN = (Te)

1/2/Ne. Here we
extend these studies using data from six tail seasons of THEMIS observations to show statistically that the behavior
of these PS electron parameters, measured in the middle of the nightside plasma sheet at ~10 RE distance, depends
in a very different way on two basic processes: the solar wind state and substorms. We confirm previous work that
slow/dense (fast/tenuous) solar wind provides cold/dense (hot/tenuous) plasma sheet conditions. However, we find
that electron temperature and pressure parameters (Te and Pe) behave differently from the proton ones (Tp and Pp),
indicating a strong decoupling between temperature variations of auroral protons and electrons in the central
plasma sheet (CPS): electrons are more sensitive to the substorm-related acceleration in the magnetotail than
protons. Our superposed epoch study of plasma sheet parameter variations during substorms as well as our
analysis of plasma acceleration at dipolarization fronts shows that during the substorm expansion phase a new
(accelerated and plasma-depleted) population comes into the inner CPS with the flow bursts, showing an average
increase of electron temperature and eTN parameter roughly by a factor of 2 above its background values for both
cold/dense and hot/tenuous plasma sheet states. Preferential electron heating in the flow bursts is also statistically
confirmed.
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Introduction
Auroral zone magnetic perturbations and associated
magnetic indices (especially, the auroral electrojet low
(AL) index) are commonly used to characterize the in-
tensity, timing, and types (or phases) of magnetospheric
activity. Observationally, Newell and Gjerloev (2011)
found a close correlation between the AL index and
global auroral power (a measure of total precipitated
energy flux) demonstrating that conductivity variations
may effectively control the changes of AL index ampli-
tude. How these conductivity variations respond to the
variations of magnetospheric drivers (convection and
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field-aligned currents) on the one hand and the solar
wind driver on the other hand are still big open ques-
tions. In particular, since many different processes actu-
ally contribute to the ionospheric conductivity, how
these processes conspire to control the conductivity
and AL response remains to be understood. According
to the Fukushima theorem (Fukushima 1976), in a rela-
tively uniformly conducting ionosphere, the ground
magnetic perturbation amplitude depends mainly on
the ionospheric Hall conductivity, which—at the night-
side—is caused by the precipitation of accelerated mag-
netospheric electrons.
Recently, Sergeev et al. (2014) (herein referred to as

Paper 1) noted that the typical energy of magnetospheric
electrons (Te) varies between 0.2 and 1 keV in the plasma
sheet and is too low to affect Hall conductivity that is pro-
duced at the E-layer of the ionosphere since such energies
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cannot penetrate deep enough into E-layer ionospheric al-
titudes. The Hall conductivity should mostly respond to
the accelerated, high-energy tail of the electron spectrum,
as confirmed observationally by Ostgaard et al. (2002).
Concerning the related acceleration mechanisms, field-
aligned electron acceleration in regions of strong upward
field-aligned current (UFAC) is among the main candi-
dates (Paschmann et al. 2003). Recently, its importance
was experimentally confirmed by Korth et al. (2014) who
demonstrated a global correspondence and intensity cor-
relation between UFAC densities and auroral power on
meso-scale grid size (hundreds of km). In the case of large
field-aligned electric potential drop, its amplitude is con-
trolled by the parameter eTN= (Te)

1/2/Ne (Knight 1973;
Paschmann et al. 2003); this parameter is an important
state variable of the magnetotail. For the same level of
magnetospheric drivers (field-aligned currents), high eTN
values (as expected in a hot/tenuous plasma sheet) is cap-
able of producing stronger electron acceleration and larger
Hall conductivity compared to low eTN values (as in a
cold/dense plasma sheet). This was recently confirmed in
Paper 1 by demonstrating that the AL magnitude, when
normalized to the dayside merging intensity Ekl (defined
as Ekl = VB sin2 (θ/2)), indeed depends on eTN as directly
evaluated in the tail plasma sheet. Therefore, it is now im-
portant to investigate the range of such variations and to
understand the sources of the eTN variability that is so
critical in allowing the plasma sheet to support strong
field-aligned acceleration and strong Hall conductivity.
We attempt to address these questions in this paper.
Paper 1 discussed two different processes affecting the

eTN amplitude: One is the substorm-related plasma ac-
celeration in the magnetotail, which provides accelerated
and density-depleted (that is, high eTN) plasma. The
second is the well-known dependence of plasma sheet
density and temperature on solar wind (SW) parameters.
We note, however, that most previous comparative
studies dealt with proton parameters in the plasma sheet
and solar wind, whereas systematic studies of electron
parameters were rare. Motivated by the potential im-
portance of plasma sheet parameters (Te, Ne, eTN)
for magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling, in this paper,
we address in greater detail these controlling factors,
namely, the influence of solar wind and substorms.
Whereas most previous studies investigated the proton
component (which is the major contributor to the
plasma sheet pressure, e.g., Borovsky et al. (1998), Tsyga-
nenko and Mukai (2003), and Wang et al. (2010)), here
we emphasize the variations of the electron component
in the nightside central plasma sheet (CPS) at distances
9–12 RE. This plasma sheet region is quite important in
the magnetosphere as a plasma source region for the
inner magnetosphere, as it provides the seed population
for the ring current and radiation belts. Also, this region
maps into the middle of the auroral oval, where most
bright auroras and peak magnetic perturbations are
often observed. With regard to the solar wind driver, we
address the hierarchy of controlling SW parameters and
their cross-correlation time delays with plasma sheet pa-
rameters, emphasizing the difference in response be-
tween plasma sheet protons and electrons. With regard
to substorm effects, we study the ensemble averaged
plasma sheet response during substorms, under different
initial states of the plasma sheet, by means of super-
posed epoch analysis. We also analyze the acceleration
features related to the dipolarization fronts. One of our
main goals will be to assess quantitatively the relative
contributions of these two processes: solar wind state
and substorms.

Data analysis
We investigate the database combining the 1-min-
averaged central plasma sheet (CPS) parameters (N, P,
and T, separately for protons and for electrons, and β =
2 μ0(Pi + Pe)/B

2). The measurements were selected from
the nightside and dawn local time sectors (21 to 06 hours
MLT) at distances between 9 and 12 RE by the plasma
spectrometer (ESA) covering energies between 5 eV and
25 keV for protons and electrons. We note that the pro-
ton temperature/pressure are somewhat underestimated
during episodes of hot plasma sheet (when Tp exceeds,
say, 10 keV) but that does not affect our results. The ob-
servations come from THEMIS-A, -D, and -E spacecraft
near their apogees. At each minute, the data from one
spacecraft, showing the largest β value is selected, and
only central plasma sheet (β > 1) samples are used in the
following analyses. These data were complemented by 1-
min-averaged solar wind parameters (Nsw, Vsw, Tsw, and
flow pressure Pd) from the OMNI database, smoothed
with a sliding 5-min window and jointed with the AL
and PC index databases and solar-wind-based “dayside
merging rate” Ekl = VB sin2(θ/2). This is the same data-
base which was used in Paper 1, but it was extended for
the purposes of the current analysis to include three
more years (it now includes six THEMIS tail seasons be-
tween 2008 and 2013). One- and 3-h averages have been
also formed and used when necessary.
Additionally, to obtain quantitative information about

the plasma changes associated with individual flow
bursts, we also used a different data set, consisting of
THEMIS observations during 150 sharp magnetic
fronts within flow bursts (otherwise known as dipolari-
zation fronts (DFs)). This is a subset of a larger dataset
consisting of thousands of DF events, previously identified
during tail seasons 2008 to 2010. Our subset includes only
the events with the most significant changes in BZ (δBZ >
2 nT), recorded in the CPS (|Bx| < 20 nT and β > 1), at
radial distances between 8.5 and 12 RE in the nightside
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magnetotail. This is the same distance range used in the
main data set. For this analysis, we included the data
from the SST instrument on THEMIS that extends the
energy range of the measurements well above 25 keV
(from 35 keV to 1 MeV). The results are therefore
accurate for electron and proton temperatures well
above 10 keV.

AL effects of different plasma sheet states
Figure 1 compares the 3-h-averaged AL amplitude and
solar-wind-based Ekl average value for those 3-h-long
intervals, in which Ekl variation and PC index variation
(in the sunlit polar cap) are well correlated (CC > 0.5).
The picture is very similar to Fig. 1 of Paper 1, although
it is now obtained from twice the data volume but also
using a strong restriction imposed on the plasma sheet
coverage by THEMIS: we require that during the 3-h-
long time interval there should be >50 % plasma sheet
measurement points in the high-beta plasma sheet,
compared to more relaxed 20 % requirement imposed
in Paper 1. As usual, the ground magnetic variations
(AL) correlate well with the dayside merging rate (Ekl),
but the difference between different (eTN-based) plasma
sheet states is also obvious in this plot. For large eTN
(>3.5, red points), the Ekl and AL values are well correlated
(CC = −0.89) even though this data set has no points with
large Ekl > 2 mV/m. For small eTN (<1.5), the average
slope is roughly 30 % smaller; the correlation is also sig-
nificant (CC = −0.86) due to a number of points with large
Fig. 1 Comparison of AL and Ekl average values for 3-h-long intervals
with correlated Ekl and PC index values (taken in the sunlit polar cap,
CC > 0.5) and with good coverage of central plasma sheet by THEMIS
(>50 % measurements with β > 1 during each interval)
driver intensity (Ekl > 2 mV/m). According to Paper 1, this
difference is due to the different solar wind properties
(this will also be confirmed later in this paper). The blue
(low eTN) points occupy a broader sector, with many in-
tervals showing low AL level (<100 nT) even if the solar
wind driver is strong (<Ekl> ~1–2 mV/m). These points
demonstrate the effect of different solar wind state, as will
be shown below. Here are also a number of high AL in-
tensity events near the upper bound of the red point dis-
tribution. The latter points (as also will be shown below)
demonstrate the effect of substorm activity.

Plasma sheet-solar wind correlations
The solar wind influences the plasma sheet parameters in
a number of ways, each including different time constants
or delays. An increasing solar wind flow pressure Pd
quickly compresses the magnetotail, thereby immediately
(within a few minutes) increasing the plasma sheet pres-
sure (after taking into account the propagation time de-
lays). Concerning the formation of a cold/dense plasma
sheet in the tail center, double cusp reconnection under
northern interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) conditions
and subsequent slow penetration of mass-loaded, closed
flux tubes from the flanks into the central tail sector is a
much longer process, requiring as much as ~8 h to tran-
spire (Terasawa et al. 1997; Wang et al. 2010). Substorm-
related effects are in-between these two timescales, as they
have a delay about an hour to develop in the central
plasma sheet (Borovsky et al. 1998). In view of this spread,
we start from cross-correlation analysis of 1-h-averaged
data to establish a hierarchy of solar wind controlling
parameters. About 4500–5000 hourly data points from
the same CPS region (9–12 RE, 21–06-h MLT) are avail-
able for the correlative study presented below.
Our result for proton pressure (top panel in Fig. 2) is

consistent with the previous findings (Borovsky et al.
1998; Tsyganenko and Mukai 2003; Wang et al. 2010). It
shows a high correlation (CC ~ 0.7) with minimal time
delays, with some (much smaller) influence of the solar
wind electric field (see also Table 1). In a similar way,
the CPS plasma density correlates well with the solar
wind density, and the CPS temperature (Tp, not shown
here) correlates best with the solar wind velocity and
temperature. The effects of solar wind electric field are
marginal for proton parameters. These CPS proton cor-
relations with solar wind parameters are mostly known
from previous studies.
Surprisingly, however, quite a different picture emerges

for electron parameters. According to Fig. 2, bottom
plot, the electron pressure is no longer fully controlled
by the solar wind dynamic pressure: here the major
control is assumed by the merging electric field Ekl
which shows higher correlation with electron pressure
during current and preceding hours. A slightly larger



Fig. 2 Cross-correlation results for proton pressure (top) and
electron pressure (bottom) in the nightside central plasma sheet
at ~10 RE against best correlated solar wind parameters: dynamic
pressure (Pd) and merging electric field (Ekl)
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peak correlation is provided by the AL index (see Table 1,
where the underlined solar wind quantities in the mul-
tiple regression fits are normalized to average values
N = 5 cm−3, T = 105 K, Vsw = 400 km/s, Ekl = 1 mV/m,
Table 1 Peak coefficients of paired correlation (CC) between 1-h-ave
parameters and best multiple regression fits

CC Pd Nsw Tsw Vsw |AL| E

NePS, cm
−3 0.57 0.62 0.05 0.2 0.12 0

PiPS, nPa 0.70 0.68 0.05 0.11 0.15 0

PePS, nPa 0.42 0.25 0.24 0.16 0.49 0

TePS, keV −0.04 −0.23 0.25 0.30 0.44 0

eTN, keV1/2 cm3 −0.40 −0.53 0.15 0.28 0.21 0

Bold values indicate the parameters showing highest correlation
and AL = −100 nT). These are major indicators of the
increasing importance of substorm effects for the
plasma sheet electron component, as compared to the
proton component. The linear correlation coefficient be-
tween Pp and Pe is not large (CC = 0.48 for hourly means
and 0.34 for high-beta 1 min values in our data set), illus-
trating a strong decoupling between the temperature vari-
ations of auroral protons and electrons in the CPS
(whereas CC = 0.99 between Ne and Np in the CPS as dic-
tated by the quasi-neutrality requirement).

Substorm effects at R ~ 11 RE
To analyze statistically the effects of substorms on elec-
tron parameters in the CPS, we carried out a superposed
epoch study of electron variations during isolated sub-
storms. Based on the OMNI data, we selected the events
with southward IMF turning which occurred on the
quiet AL index background. Following the tradition,
substorm onset (T = 0 time for the superposed epoch
study) was determined as the onset of the sharp AL drop
that proceeds to exceed 100 nT in variation. Altogether,
we identified 55 events for this analysis.
Figure 3 confirms the substorm-related electron heating

(Te increase), density reduction, and overall increase of
eTN following substorm onset, which is also consistent
with the picture of nightside plasma injections activated
during substorm. High/low eTN subsets are chosen ac-
cording to the average value <eTN> during one full hour
preceding the substorm onset. Namely, we identified 25
events starting under <eTN> <1 keV1/2 cm3 (cold/dense
background, shown by blue color) and 12 events having
<eTN> >2.5 keV1/2 cm3 (hot/tenuous background, shown
by red color). On average, the substorm-related increases
of Te and eTN are comparable in two data sets, both about
a factor of 2, and the separation of two curves is nearly the
same both before and after the substorm. This also shows
visually that eTN differences in the CPS produced by
substorms (the relative changes in eTN) and those due to
different solar wind-related background (the differences
between the blue and red curves) are comparable.
As seen on the top plot, both data sets are characterized

by a similar average solar wind driver (Ekl amplitude, sec-
ond panel), but the AL index amplitude is systematically
raged central plasma sheet and solar wind (and AL index)

kl Peak multiple regression and CC

.13 NePS = 0.61 Nsw
0.54, CC = 0.63

.28 PiPS = 0.06 + 0.16 Nsw Vsw
2 + 0.04 Ekl, CC = 0.76

.46 PePS = 0.14 (Nsw Vsw
2 )0.39 Ekl

0.14 AL0.15, CC = 0.64

.32 TePS = −0.09 − 0.13 Nsw + 0.81 Vsw + 1.18 log AL, CC = 0.58

.06 eTN = 2.93 − 2.05 log (Nsw Vsw
2 ) + 0.63 Vsw + 1.09 log AL, CC = 0.62



Fig. 3 Superposed epoch substorm behavior of the solar wind drivers and AL index (top) as well as CPS parameters at 9–12 RE in the
nightside magnetosphere
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stronger during high eTN case (first panel), consistent
with the results of Fig. 1.

Role of the flow bursts
We now use the THEMIS observations of 150 sharp
dipolarization fronts to study plasma sheet electron
heating. The events are distributed in Y between −5 and
7 RE, and not all of them are entirely isolated, that is,
there could be preceding activity in the plasma sheet.
For all cases, data from ESA and SST are combined to
include the high-energy particles in the moments deriv-
ation. Below, we concentrate on the changes occurring
between the parameters preceding the DF (averaged over
[t0 − 2 min and t0 − 1 min] time interval, where t0 is the
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DF start time) and following after the DF (during 40 s
after the DF peak).
Figure 4 illustrates the main findings. Both proton

and electron temperatures tend to increase after enter-
ing the flow burst (points lying above the diagonal in
Fig. 4a). Electrons on average gain more energy (on
average, Te increases by a factor of 1.7, Fig.4c) than the
protons (on average, Tp increases by a factor of 1.4).
Only electrons display occasionally temperature in-
creases exceeding a factor of 3 (above the correspond-
ing line in Fig. 4a). Due to such preferential electron
heating, a population with Tp/Te ~1 sometimes is seen
in the right bottom corner of Fig. 4b, which is unusual
in the magnetotail. The close correlation between the
background temperature and post-DF plasma tempera-
tures implies that the population coming with the flow
burst forms from the background plasma (these two
populations are not independent, like it could be in one
of the options of the reconnection scenario in which
fresh reconnection-accelerated plasma is coming in
with a flow burst). In this part, results of this simple ana-
lyses support the main conclusions of superposed epoch
analyses that (1) the background parameters of the plasma
sheet strongly influence the resulting post-substorm
values and that (2) the substorm-related eTN increase is
about a factor of 2 independent of the initial state (average
eTN increase at the DF is about a factor of 1.7 in Fig.4c).

Discussion
Our study provides the quantitative estimates of the
electron CPS parameter variations in the region between
9 and 12 RE on the nightside, which are caused by two
different factors: the solar wind state and substorms.
The solar wind state controls the background values

of many parameters, with the CPS density (CPS proton
a b

Fig. 4 Comparison of plasma parameters immediately following after the d
the front (index BK)
pressure) being primarily regulated by the SW density
(SW flow pressure), consistent with Borovsky et al.
(1998), Tsyganenko and Mukai (2003), and many simi-
lar previous studies. The time constants in these pro-
cesses vary from several minutes (for pressure
response) to several hours (for density response, to
form the cold/dense plasma sheet, e.g., Terasawa et al.
(1997), Wang et al. (2010)). In past studies, information
about the behavior of the electron pressure and
temperature was scarce, and the controlling factors for
these parameters were still not obvious. Changing the
previous opinion that Tp/Te ratio is more/less stable
and large, about ~7 (e.g., Baumjohann (1993)), Arte-
myev et al. (2011) showed that, except for rare cold
sheets, the average ratio is smaller (~3.5). Also, Wang
et al. (2012) showed large variations Tp/Te in the
plasma sheet, particularly, its decrease in association
with large solar wind velocity and strong SW electric
field (southward IMF) presumably also correlated to
substorms. Luo et al. (2011) investigated the factors
controlling the high-energy (>38 keV) electron flux and
also reported on its basic dependence on Vsw and
southward IMF preceding the observations by 1–1.5 h.
Our results complement these studies by showing (a)
weak correlation between proton and electron pres-
sures (CC = 0.48) in the CPS and (b) the dominant ef-
fect of substorms on both Te and Pe; statistically, the
best correlation is provided by the Ekl and AL parame-
ters (Table 1). The strong decoupling between the
temperature variations of protons and electrons in the
central plasma sheet (presumably also reflected in the
auroral spectra) is an unexpected and interesting new
feature which requires a further investigation.
Further information that helps address the reasons for

the differences between electron and proton acceleration
c

ipolarization front (index DF) with their background values preceding
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in the plasma sheet comes from our analyses of acceler-
ation at the dipolarization fronts. It shows that electrons
on average gain more energy than the protons and that
only electrons display occasionally a large temperature in-
crease, exceeding a factor of 3. Preferential acceleration of
electrons in the flow bursts (or at the DFs) is thus an ob-
servational fact. This interesting problem is outside the
scope of our brief paper.
All parts of our study confirm that two different fac-

tors, solar wind state and substorm acceleration, pro-
vide comparable contributions to the variations of Te,
Pe, and eTN. In the statistical SW correlative study, this
is manifested as generally low paired correlation coeffi-
cient values (CC < ~0.5) with individual solar wind pa-
rameters, showing comparable statistical contributions
of dayside merging electric field Ekl and solar wind
dynamic pressure. In the substorm epoch study (Fig. 3),
we obtained a roughly twofold eTN and Te increase for
both cold/dense and hot/tenuous populations. A similar
twofold Te and eTN increase, on average, is observed at
the dipolarization fronts, confirming the appearance of
newly heated plasma, energized within the BBFs by the
arrival of dipolarized flux bundles from the tail, as the
main mechanism of Te and eTN variations during sub-
storms. In the most visual form, the comparable
strength of two processes (substorms and solar wind
state) is seen in the scatter plots Fig. 4a, c, which show
that the Te and eTN values after the acceleration are
still mostly affected by its pre-DF value. The fact that
plasma in the incoming flow burst is only modestly
heated was also noted by Gabrielse et al. (2014) and
Runov et al. (2015) papers.
The problem of preferential electron acceleration in

the flow bursts is a rather new puzzle. There are differ-
ent reasons providing asymmetry between two species.
One of them is, certainly, the difference in mass and
gyroradius values, which make the particle motion in
the current sheet and flow burst non-adiabatic
(adiabatic) for protons (electrons), correspondingly.
Moreover, Wang et al. (2012) showed that a simple two-
fluid description (with Maxwellian protons and electrons)
of plasma sheet population is not supported by the ob-
served particle spectra, which often can rather be repre-
sented as a mixture of two (cold and hot) populations. We
suggest that such a two-component appearance may re-
flect two different processes forming the plasma sheet. Its
particles are mostly provided by the (cool) solar wind
source, coming into the central tail sector by means of
interchange/diffusion process (Wang et al. 2010), where
some particles succeed to be accelerated in spatially
limited reconnection-produced fast flow channels.
Energy-dependent magnetic drifts together with the
ionospheric source of cold plasma add more complexity
to that picture, which certainly requires a special study.
Conclusions
We analyzed the multi-year dataset of THEMIS at
9–12 RE in the nightside plasma sheet combined with
the OMNI data. Our results show that parameters of the
electron CPS in the magnetosphere, which control the
efficiency of field-aligned acceleration (Te and eTN), vary
in a wide range due to the combined action of two dif-
ferent factors, solar wind state and substorms. We find
that the main modification of the electron plasma (ar-
rival of heated/depleted plasma causing average increase
of Te and eTN by a factor of 2) is provided by the flow
bursts coming from the tail during substorms. We also
find that the plasma sheet electron component is more
prone to heating during substorms: it often shows a lar-
ger relative energy increase compared to the protons,
which are more sensitive to the solar wind state. The
plasma sheet ability to support the field-aligned acceler-
ation, therefore, is varied in a wide range by the com-
bined action of solar wind state and substorms, which
have different dynamics and provide comparable partial
contributions to these variations.
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